Science’s response to CoVID-19
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Abstract: CoVID-19 is a multi-symptomatic disease which has made a global impact due to its ability to spread rapidly, and its relatively high mortality rate. Beyond the heroic efforts to develop vaccines, which we will not discuss, the response of scientists and clinicians to this complex problem has reflected the need to detect CoVID-19 rapidly, to diagnose patients likely to show adverse symptoms, and to treat severe and critical CoVID-19. Here we aim to encapsulate these varied and sometimes conflicting approaches and the resulting data in terms of chemistry and biology. In the process we highlight emerging concepts, and potential future applications that may arise out of this immense effort.
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Introduction

Between the dawn of the new millennium and today, several viral diseases have emerged due to zoonotic processes. Such events occur when a virus that infects an animal becomes able to infect humans. Until recently, the most well-known of these diseases were: Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV; arrived in the Middle East circa 2012), with a mortality of ~35%; and Sudden Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV; arrived circa 2002 from Guangdong, China), which had a mortality of ~15%. Such mortality data are a function of ability to precisely assign the number of people infected and those that died from the disease, both of which can be underestimated. The number infected is often a severe underestimate: e.g., during the CoVID-19 pandemic, 10-times more people were infected than the number of people formally declared as suffers in the USA. Thus, these and similar mortalities are approximations, and often overestimates. Nevertheless, in the case of MERS-CoV, mortality lies close to that of the bubonic plague. Other milder diseases, such as HCoV-229E, likely arose via a similar route. More intriguingly, all these events have actually been linked, to some extent, to coronaviruses (CoVs; principally the β- and α-variants) endemic to bats.

Indeed, bats may be a common link to all zoonotic CoV events. In the case of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV, these diseases have been principally ascribed to β-CoVs from horseshoe bats, of the genus Rhinolophus. This group of sedentary bats (i.e., bats that do not stray far from their roosts) is widely distributed across temperate and tropical areas, including China, and other parts of Eurasia all the way to Africa. As a result of MERS- and SARS-CoVs, zoonosis from bats was perceived as a clear and present threat to global health in the early years of the new millennium. Further stoking these worries, our understanding of CoVs endemic in bats was, and remains, overall poor. Thousands of endemic CoVs are hitherto unknown. Thus, several initiatives were established to understand and map CoVs in bats since 2000. These efforts were enacted most extensively in bats in China, but also in other groups of bats in Asia and Africa. This research unearthed numerous new CoVs, several of which appear to be pathogenic to humans. Despite remonstrations, many of these initiatives were either halted or coming to an end as of 2019.

In December 2019, almost a year to the day of writing this piece, a new respiratory virus surfaced in Wuhan, the capital city of Hubei province, China. This virus can spread between humans and is also believed to have derived from transfer from β-CoVs in horseshoe bats, although the precise route is disputed. Estimates have varied, but the currently quoted mortality of this virus, that came to be known as SARS-CoV-2, causing a disease/pandemic referred to as CoVID-19, is ~0.5-2%. CoVID-19’s mortality is significantly less than MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV; nonetheless, the mortality of CoVID-19 is significantly higher than common flu, and at the low end of estimates of the mortality of the Spanish flu of 1918, which killed ~50 million people worldwide (equivalent to quadruple that number in today’s figures). SARS-CoV-2 shows a reproductivity (R) number ~3, although estimates vary considerably and interpretation of R needs careful consideration. Indeed, R values vary as a function of method and circumstances: e.g., some methods show that the R value of CoVID-19 aboard the Diamond Princess cruise ship was ~15. Nevertheless, the average R value for CoVID-19 is significantly higher than MERS-CoV (R 0.9, for most estimates) but is quite similar to that of SARS-CoV. Critically, SARS-CoV is spread most effectively when patients are manifesting symptoms, which made management/containment of SARS-CoV relatively simple. By contrast, CoVID-19-infected people are...
infectious prior to onset of symptoms. Most studies agree that asymptomatic CoVID-19 patients (1 in 5 of those infected) can spread the disease. However, estimates vary as to the importance of spreading by totally asymptomatic people.

Although this is not uncommon for viral infections, CoVID-19 presents an astounding number of pathologies, with growing evidence that there are specific phenotypes associated with severity and timing post infection/progression (Fig. 1). Many symptoms are related to respiratory issues and lung damage. Consistent with these observations, viral proteins bind host proteins abundant in the lungs. Many other reported CoVID-19-associated pathologies are associated with the immune response and blood clotting: cytokine storms leading to hyperinflammation (elevated inflammatory markers including ferritin, interleukins 1 and 6, and C-reactive protein have been reported), oxidative stress, potentially leading to ferroptosis in several tissues, changes in immune cells, thrombic microangiopathy (blood clots forming in capillaries and arterioles), and a host of other issues. Immune evasion is one of the hallmarks separating CoVID-19 from SARS-CoV, although how these observations link to the clinical outcomes is unclear. Intriguingly, reports of self-harm in infected patients, due to, e.g., consumption of ethanol-based hand cleaners have also surfaced. This has also been met with a general increase in calls to poison control centers concerning ingestion of household cleaners.

After early reports from China, the Western world watched as daily news updates surfaced of the escalating troubles that began to permeate from the epicenter of this crisis to other parts of China and later reverberate to the rest of the world. This spread was doubtless fanned by the frequency of global travel, and the season during which these events occurred, among other variables. Due to an unprecedented response, China started to flatten the progression of the disease in the proceeding months. Huge hospitals were built in days; whole cities were locked down; mandatory quarantine was introduced; and interaction between people/towns/cities was minimized. However, it would not be until April of 2020 that Wuhan would be lifted from lockdown. By February 2020, the first CoVID-19-related death was recorded in Europe. Shockingly, despite advanced warning, by March, hospitals in many Western countries were overrun, leading to mass shutdowns of government and businesses as well as border closures. By June 2020, almost half of the global population had experienced quarantine/confine...
Bolstering this tried-and-tested response, were novel technological approaches that reflect a modern intervention to a disease presenting myriad symptoms and with an unnerving ability to spread. These approaches constitute two different aspects: (i) initiatives aimed at diagnosing infected people, which required rapid, reliable and innovative testing initiatives and protocols to be developed that could be field (and even “home”) ready; (ii) continuations of huge chemical and biological counteroffensive that was launched to identify and exploit weak points in SARS-CoV-2. Arguably, this two-pronged response represents a focused and coordinated effort across a huge number of disciplines, perhaps rivaling the war on cancer and the space program. The current apogee of this drive is the record-breaking approval of several SARS-CoV-2 vaccines, including those from Pfizer and Moderna that were approved for use in the USA before 2021. Work toward vaccine development was backed up by doctors globally developing new treatment regimens in real-time, investigations of new medications, and basic science approaches aimed at identifying chemical weak points in the virus’ armor and in the patients’ themselves. Many reviews have covered in depth deployment and development of advanced technical paraphernalia. However, it is crucial to note that one of the largest divergences between the response to the plague in the 12th-16th centuries and SARS-CoV-2 today is that the latter leveraged global communications that allowed the passage of data, personnel, and equipment to guide and coordinate responses. In the wake of CoVID-19, maintaining, and honing this network will be crucial. Of course, the human, economic, and social impact of this epidemic cannot be understated. More than 2 million people have died; falls in GDP, e.g., in the UK, have been the highest since records were maintained; numerous patients with non-CoVID-19-related diseases have suffered, either indirectly and/or due to be sensitized to the disease; and the mental and physical health of the population will have been impacted for years to come.

Our review specifically focuses on knowledge and ideas that arose out of the two forementioned scientific responses to the disease, and how that knowledge-base can be deployed for our future benefit. We discuss some take home lessons that the community could draw from this difficult period, and suggest some improvements. Likely both the issues raised and their remedies we discuss will require refining through individual reflection and also debate. Finally, although our review encompasses most of the key emerging concepts, the rapidity of changes in treatments, screens, etc., effectively prohibits being able to include all relevant work; we thus apologize to everyone whose work is not covered by this piece.

A brief, guided tour of SARS-CoV-2

A brief outline of what the virus is and how it enters the cell is clearly important for understanding and treating the disease. Much of this information is derived from analogy to previous CoV’s, but also through the use of innovative work based around reverse genetics, viral genome sequencing strategies, as well as multi-omics. We will also refer to many of these aspects in subsequent sections. SARS-CoV2 contains a 30 kbp RNA genome (Fig. 2A). This is very large by virus standards. SARS-CoV2’s genome has high (>87%) identity with three SARS-like bat viruses BatCoV-RaTG13, Bat-SL-CoV-ZC45 and Bat-SL-CoV-ZXC21. It also has ~80% pairwise identity to SARS-CoV and 50% identity to MERS-CoV (Fig. 2B). The amino acid sequence of the largest ORF, ORF1ab, in SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 are ~95% identical, indicating that these viruses belong to the same species. The SARS-CoV-2 genome is unusually AT rich in protein-coding regions and contains CG-rich internal ribosomal entry sites in the 5’-UTRs of several genes, both of which may promote viral replication.
At the 5’-end of the genome lies the largest ORF, comprising ORF1a and ORF1b, which is two-thirds the length of the whole genome (Fig. 2A). This ORF encodes 16 proteins, called non-structural proteins (NSPs1-16), comprising two cysteine proteases [NSP3, also known as (aka) papain-like protease, PL^PRO, and NSP5, aka 3-chymotrypsin-like, 3CL^PRO], an endonuclease (NSP15), an exonuclease^N7-methyltransferase^ (NSP14) that bolsters fidelity of the relatively-inaccurate RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), a 2’O-methyltransferase (NSP16), a helicase (NSP13), and RdRp (NSP12). All the above proteins have clear (and likely essential) roles in the viral lifecycle. Compromising function of many of these gene products can strongly lower virulence and elevate sensitivity to anti-viral drugs. Mutations in some of these proteins in SARS-CoV-2 may be important for virulence.

Interspersed across the 3’-end of the genome, SARS-CoV-2 contains several structural genes. Arguably the most commonly discussed is the spike protein (S) that is a transmembrane glycoprotein required for host-cell entry. This is a site of relatively high mutational frequency and several high throughput methods have mapped sites essential for/enhancing function on this protein. There are also the envelope (E) and membrane (M) proteins, that along with the S-protein form the viral envelope. Finally, there is the nucleocapsid protein (N), aka ORF9a, that encases the genome in the mature virus.

The 3’-region contains several ancillary proteins, whose encoding genes sometimes overlap with structural proteins or each other (Table 1, Fig. 2). These proteins are overall less well understood than the other protein components of the virus, and seem to be mostly virulence factors whose requirements for infectivity vary. The principal proteins are: ORF3a (a [largest] accessory protein that assists virus synthesis/escape also linked to cell death), several other proteins have been proposed to lie in this ORF (in alternative reading frames); ORF6, involved in inhibiting type 1 interferon response; ORF7a, a transmembrane protein that assists virulence; ORF7b that localizes to the Golgi apparatus, may suppress interferon signaling, and may be a structural component of the virion; ORF8, likely defective in a strain from Singapore that eventually died out, and likely unnecessary for SARS-CoV-2 persistence; ORF8 is a known target of human antibodies, and evidence indicates selection against this protein as a function of disease progression from both SARS-CoV and CoVID-19; ORF9b, a dimeric all β-sheet membrane protein housing a tunnel that can incorporate hydrophobic molecules (lies within ORF9a and is likely linked to evading the innate immune response), and ORF9c, a transmembrane protein linked to impairing antiviral response. These regions have high to moderate (in the case of ORF8) homology with SARS-CoV. Two other ORFs possess limited homology with SARS-CoV. The first is ORF3b is a suppressor of interferon activity that is more efficient than its SARS-CoV ortholog. More active versions of this protein are found in severe SARS-CoV-2 variants, despite it being lost in some strains. The second is ORF10. This protein is not necessary for infection in humans, and likely not a bona fide protein. The SARS-CoV ORF8b protein (that triggers ER stress and autophagy, and stimulates cell death) is missing from SARS-CoV-2.
## Table 1: the accessory proteins and their roles in SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Protein identity with SARS-CoV (Frankfurt 1)</th>
<th>Function in SARS-CoV-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORF3a</td>
<td>73% identity (divergence in N-terminus)</td>
<td>ion channel activity; inflammasome activation; replication and pathogenesis; possible links to cell death.(^{90}) Viruses lacking ORF3a (but not ORF8a) and E are not viable.(^{91})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF3b</td>
<td>Minimal (ORF3b is located in different regions of Orf3a in SARS-CoV1 and 2)</td>
<td>Not necessarily a genuine ORF.(^{92}) Potential interferon antagonist.(^{93}) Lost in population.(^{87})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF3c</td>
<td>Not present in SARS-CoV</td>
<td>Predicted to be a transmembrane protein.(^{74})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF3d</td>
<td>Not present in SARS-CoV</td>
<td>A potential novel gene product that is poorly characterized (overlaps partly with ORF3c).(^{94})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF6</td>
<td>69% (variation in body and C-terminus)</td>
<td>Antagonizes interferon signaling.(^{75})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF7a</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>Deletions in the viral population have been identified.(^{95}) This is a transmembrane protein regulating host/virus interplay.(^{96}) May also regulate cell death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF7b</td>
<td>81% (only 43 amino acids long)</td>
<td>May be incorporated into the virus; may suppress interferon signaling.(^{79})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF8</td>
<td>weak versus both ORF8a and ORF8b</td>
<td>SARS-CoV-2 ortholog can form high order oligomers that cannot occur in SARS-CoV.(^{97}) Antagonizes interferon signaling,(^{98}) and downregulates MHC-1.(^{99})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF8b</td>
<td>Not present in SARS-CoV-2</td>
<td>SARS-CoV protein is prone to aggregation. Can trigger cell death and activate inflammasome. Triggers ER stress and activates autophagy/lysosomes.(^{83})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF9b</td>
<td>72% (divergence mainly in N-terminus)</td>
<td>This is also a suppressor of interferon responses.(^{100}) Antibodies have been detected in SARS-CoV-2 patients.(^{101})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF9c</td>
<td>Not present in SARS-CoV</td>
<td>Linked to avoiding the immune response. This is a transmembrane protein.(^{86})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF10</td>
<td>Not present in SARS-CoV</td>
<td>Unknown/potentially not translated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 (although not MERS-CoV and several other CoVs) enter cells via interaction with angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) (Fig. 2C).\(^{102}\) There is evidence that newly emerged SARS-CoV-2 strains show higher affinity between the S-protein and ACE2, testifying to the importance of this interaction.\(^{103}\) Genomewide association (GWAS) analysis of 1980 Spanish and Italian severe CoVID-19 patients showed that a cluster of 6 genes on chromosome 3p21.31 is associated with genetic sensitivity to CoVID-19.\(^{104}\) Among other interesting genes, this cluster includes SLC6A20, which functionally interacts with ACE2. These results have been backed up by other experiments.\(^{105}\) The receptor tyrosine
kinase, AXL, may also be involved in virus entry through a direct interaction with the S-protein; importantly these studies showed that mouse AXL did not bind CoVID-19 S-protein. Such nuances are hugely important for planning and evaluating in vitro and cellular/animal model studies of infection.

Once anchored on the host cell, the virus requires S-protein cleavage at several sites (S1/S2/S2') by host cell proteases (TMPRSS2, a serine protease, the principal cleavage enzyme in some cell lines in the case of SARS-CoV-2, although cathepsin B and cathepsin L can also be significant players in these events in some cell lines). S-protein cleavage appears to be particularly critical for the virus lifecycle. Addition of external proteases (i.e., in trans to the viral proteome) is sufficient to allow some MERS-CoV-like viruses that can dock with the membrane, but otherwise cannot infect human cells, to become infective. Additionally, unlike SARS-CoV, the SARS-CoV-2 S-protein can also be cleaved by the serine protease furin, in what has been described as a preprocessing step that may aid virulence through promoting the TMPRSS2 cleavage step. It is possible that furin cleavage sites are positively selected in SARS-CoV-2. Furin-mediated cleavage is inhibited by plasma from CoVID-19 sufferers.

Upon entry to the cell, the viral genome needs to be translated. ORF1a/b is translated to give ORF1a (~500 kDa, comprising NSPs1-11). A -1 frameshift can occur during translation to give a longer polypeptide ORF1ab (800 kDa, comprising NSPs1-10 and 12-16). This frameshift is not 100% efficient, giving rise to different expression levels of gene products derived from ORF1a and ORF1ab (the amount of ORF1b-derived protein is ~50% of ORF1a-derived protein). Notably, subsequent proteolysis-mediated processing creates 16 proteins in total. This proteolysis is executed by the two viral cysteine proteases (PLPRO and 3CLPRO) (similar to how linear polyubiquitin is cleaved to ubiquitin monomers, for instance). 3CLPRO (aka main protease, MPRO) performs the bulk of this work, leading to MPRO being proposed as a drug target (Fig. 2A). These proteases also cleave human proteins, potentially aiding virulence. The cleaved proteins so produced start to generate the viral genome. This process requires making a minus strand (reverse complement of the virus genome) to serve as a template to make copies of the coding RNA. These processes are performed by two different RNA-synthesis complexes. Once viruses are assembled, β-CoVs use an Arl8-dependent lysosome pathway to exit the cell. Intriguingly, lysosomes appear to be deacidified during coronavirus infection, perhaps to prevent protease cleavage (reported to be reduced by 40% in infected cells) that could occur during egress. This altering of lysosomal function also affects antigen presentation.

New CoVID-19 diagnostic methods

One of the significant issues promoting spread of CoVID-19 has been the virus’s prolonged incubation time, with often ~2 weeks post exposure being required to display symptoms coupled with a relatively early infective period. Thus, rapid development of sensitive and diagnostic testing has been necessary to quell local eruptions of the disease and focus confinement, e.g., in the tier system introduced in the UK. Clearly how infected people were dealt with, and how this response was organized, has differed greatly amongst countries, and is in part responsible for differences in spread and management of the virus across different continents, which makes a general discussion difficult. This review will not dwell on those issues here. Instead, we will outline the technological approaches and how they differ. Numerous sampling regions on the patient are of course possible, including nasopharyngeal areas, eyes, and saliva. The sampling region can affect fidelity of results, as a
function of different testing strategies, and manifest different likelihoods of detection based on the
stage of infection, and impinge on administration of the test. The choice of sampling region can in turn
bring additional discomfort to patients, and change the resulting danger to healthcare workers who
may be needed to take the samples. Thus, when evaluating diagnostic methodologies, such factors
must be taken into consideration. Indeed, the end goal of testing, or use case, also needs to be
considered.

We will discuss each method based on typical parameters, e.g., cost, turnaround time, and accuracy
(see below). These variables provide numerical data that are deceptively easy to interpret: in terms
of cost, the lower, the better; in terms of accuracy, the higher the better. However, it has been
concluded that these arguments require contextualization. E.g., >90% accuracy may not be necessary
for effective population-based screening when coupled with other active countermeasures, especially
among predominantly younger populations. Conversely, false positives can potentially have severe
ramifications for individual patients, e.g., mandatory hospitalization and potential exposure to CoVID-
19 patients in many Asian countries, and may convey other risks in terms of loss of capital and
isolation elsewhere. On the other hand, simple probability laws have been used to show how tests with
~70% accuracy administered in series can lead to >90% accuracy when two such tests are run in series,
and a patient is only considered negative if both tests give a negative result. This sort of sequential
amplification is known in numerous fields of science. However, increasing sampling necessarily
increases cost and time. Furthermore, given as this protocol mandates that we consider opposing
outputs from the two tests as a negative by default, this strategy could lead to lowering confidence
among the general public. Thus, from the perspective of an individual buying the test-kit(s), or a
researcher trying to accurately understand the disease, it is critical that we seek optimal performance.
Our review will thus discuss assays in terms of individual experiments , for standardization. We will not
directly compare these procedures, as in effect, the different variables require different considerations
for given purposes. However, this has been done elsewhere, and we refer readers to such papers.

**Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)**

Real time RT-PCR screening is the gold standard test for CoVID-19, and numerous other CoVs (Fig.
3A). The basic protocol is common to the majority of RT-PCR procedures. Critically, each step is an
important variable, and can affect fidelity of testing. The general scheme involves, lysis, RNA
purification, RT of the RNA, amplification of specific stretches of the product cDNA using carefully
designed primers by PCR, and detection of these DNA products by probes (e.g., by TAQ-MAN,
molecular beacon). Several amplification regions have been suggested for this procedure, including a
two-step process that examines the E-gene as a screen, followed by the RdRp region of ORF1b as a
second confirmatory step; and a two-step RT-PCR analysis using RdRp and N-genes from Abbot that
is approved for use on nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs. These two-step testing regimens can
also be supplemented to include control sequences to account for competence or sample degradation.
Self-collected saliva and nasopharyngeal swabs are potentially viable for testing. All
RT-PCR methods have the benefit of testing based on the viral genome, and hence can show that a
patient is presented with a viral load at the time of testing. RT-PCR also appears to be able to detect
viral loads the earliest out of the traditionally-used methods, and gives the highest accuracy. Variants
of RT-PCR, e.g., digital PCR, may be more sensitive than RT-PCR with lower false-positive rates, although such improvements, are likely not necessary for routine applications. Nevertheless, pooling of samples from different patients for mass testing has been suggested as an effective strategy to reduce workloads and increase efficiency. In this scenario, high accuracy and sensitivity are critically important factors.

Although, deservedly often considered the gold standard, RT-PCR strategies suffer from several issues. Perhaps the greatest issue with RT-PCR is data analysis itself, which can be subjective and requires experience and standardization. There are various schools of thought to define if the products so derived are due to specific amplification or off target behaviors, and these are often not standardized. Furthermore, the method is complex and prone to experimental-induced artifacts, particularly during collection and processing; several steps are required, RNA extraction and handling steps are a must, specialized equipment is needed, and high technical skill is mandatory. Turnaround times can be long, mandating patient isolation. Mitigating some of these considerations, protocols side-stepping extraction and minimizing screening time are being optimized. Perhaps counterintuitively, the sensitivity of RT-PCR is, in some contexts, reportedly too high, meaning that this assay catches people who are not in the peak of infectivity. This could be an issue since SARS-CoV-2 viral load takes a long time to return to 0, post infection. As with all homology-based amplification strategies, mutation to the priming sequences, or the detection sequences will hamper sensitivity and could lead to false negatives. Thus, it is important to choose loci with relatively low mutagenesis rates and it is preferable to screen several loci at a time. It is also important to note that although CoVs are considered relatively stable, potentially assuaging these worries, there are numerous circulating mutants although overall variation remains small. It is likely that variation in SARS-CoV-2 strains will increase with the introduction of new vaccines and increasing deployment of CoVID-19-targeting drugs.

**RT-Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) screening**

LAMP is a multiple primer/multi-homology strategy to perform PCR to generate multi-concatenated amplicons that can be detected by several simple methods (Fig. 3C). This isothermal amplification method has been applied to detection of numerous viruses, including MERS-CoV. It is noteworthy that other isothermal amplification techniques (some of which will be discussed below) are also in existence and have been used for viral detection, for instance: recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA); rolling cycle amplification (RCA); and nucleic acid sequence-based amplification (NASBA). We will discuss LAMP as an exemplar. One key benefit of this method over traditional PCR is that it is an isothermal reaction, and hence can be run in simple setups without the need for a thermocycler. However, the use of isothermal conditions may increase the chance of false positives. Although LAMP requires multiple sequential PCR reactions, it is also reportedly of very high fidelity, low background and very sensitive: down to 6 copies of the target have been successfully detected, even when coupled to RT-PCR in mock blood samples. It is particularly critical to ensure that a strand displacing polymerase be used for LAMP. Given the need for strand displacement, this method works best on short stretches of nucleic acid (<300 bp).

RT-LAMP (where RT is coupled to LAMP, either separately, or in the same pot) has proven to be a particularly versatile platform on which to build CoVID-19 testing. Indeed, this procedure is also
believed to be particularly robust to inhibitors of the PCR process, rendering it ideal for field use/one-step procedures. These and similar methods take less than one hour. Several of these have proven to be useful on primary clinical samples. This was also extended to a direct CoVID-19 test (i.e., that did not require prior RNA isolation: this was faster than RT-PCR, although less sensitive). Barcoded LAMP reactions are also possible to allow multiplexing of samples with individual-level specificity.

Obviously, continued development of these processes will enable better evaluation of how RT-LAMP holds up relative to other strategies, but initial reports are encouraging. However, the low technical requirements render this strategy applicable to low technology level areas that are in need of rapid and cheap tests that are simple to run. It should be noted that one issue with such strategies is product contamination across samples, although some approaches have been proposed to minimize this issue.

Crispr-Cas-based screening

SHERLOCK screening

Cas-13 enzymes are RNA-guided RNA-cleaving proteins that show an unusual property often referred to as collateral activation (Fig. 3D). This means that when a guide RNA is loaded into the Cas13 nuclease and that complex recognizes its target RNA, the activity of Cas13 to cleave RNA non-specifically is increased, leading to non-specific cleavage of nearby sequences (i.e., in a sequence-independent manner). This activity-amplification pathway, which could be linked to a bacterial cell-death pathway. In vitro, this activity-promoting mechanism can be used for signal amplification, leading to sensitive sequence-detection strategies. This method is typically referred to as SHERLOCK, and has been applied to numerous virus detection strategies.

The basic steps of SHERLOCK involve, RT-PCA of the sequence to be detected; transcription, typically using an engineered T7 site; addition of Cas13 and an RNA sequence for detection and a self-quenched single-stranded RNA probe, that can be cleaved by activated Cas13. Sherlock-based methods manifest attomolar sensitivity. Readouts are made by measuring fluorescence increase, often in relation to positive and negative controls, and are applicable to test strips. Generally speaking, these assays are rapid, accurate, do not require complex equipment (e.g., thermocyclers), and are reliable. This reliability has been extended to the testing kit stage that has been trialed in hospitals. Single step assays have been reported. Several loci within the SARS-CoV-2 genome have been tested and shown to function well; these include: Orf1ab, S-protein, and the N gene. More recently massively multiplexed assays using Cas13 have also arisen. A potential drawback of Cas13 methods is that they use RNA-based reporters. Clearly this renders adventitious cleavage and RNAase contamination a worry. The use of standards certainly help assuages these errors.

Similar detection strategies using Cas12 collateral activity have also been reported. In one instance, called “DETECTR” amplification of cDNA (encoding viral E- and N-genes, and human RNase P (included as a positive control) was performed using RT-LAMP (which has also been used for SHERLOCK). Then a viral cDNA sequence was detected using a specific guide RNA that triggered
cleavage of a self-quenched ssDNA fluorescent probe. Tests were rapid (~1 hour) and showed similar sensitivity to RT-PCR. One pot methods have been shown to work on limited numbers of patient samples with good accuracy. A Cas12a-based approach has also been used to develop a glucose-meter-coupled SARS-CoV-2 assay for simple field use.

Obviously, all the above methods require more field testing, larger scale manufacturing, and more robust testing, especially in challenging environments. Initial results are promising for high throughput applications in real-world settings and they promise to be effective and accurate tests, which may come to maturity in the near future and even if not deployed directly against CoVID-19, could be useful in future applications as outlined below. One potential issue is that these tests are accurate down to the single-nucleotide level, which means highly stable loci need to be taken. Developing several detection loci and methods to deal with conflicting results then becomes important.

**Antigen testing**

Antigen testing has been approved for use in the USA (Fig. 3B). This has also been approved as the first over the counter CoVID-19 test in the USA; data are reported to be available in as little as 20 minutes. This test directly detects a SARS-CoV-2 antigen (e.g., S-protein) using immunochromatography. Apparently, production test kit capacity will reach 50 million per month. The Panbio version of this test has almost 90% accuracy, especially when nasopharengeal swabs are used. Throat and saliva samples are not as effective.

Obviously, this test fares particularly well against others in terms of accessibility (no laboratory is required), rapidity, and affordability ($5). Such considerations are particularly important variables for deployment in developing countries. The accuracy and threshold of detection, are impressive and offer detection prior to onset of symptoms with good accuracy. However, they are not as accurate/sensitive as PCR-based strategies. Some studies indicate sensitivity of some kits may be prohibitively low. Hence it is critical that users research the specific kit used and evaluate how those data were obtained. Nevertheless, it is still debated if the level of accuracy and sensitivity of RT-PCR is really necessary so opinions on what constitutes “a good test” may change. As antigen testing requires detection of a viral gene product, this strategy is also susceptible to false negatives due to mutation. There is no hard and fast rule on how nucleic acid-based detection strategies versus antibody-based strategies differ in terms of their susceptibility to mutagenesis.

**Antibody testing**

This test detects whether a patient is producing antibodies to a specific viral protein. Presence of such antibodies are inferred to mean the patient has been exposed to the virus, although some patients do not mount a strong or persistent antibody response to SARS-CoV-2. The antibody response to SARS-CoV is mediated principally IgM production (for early stage) and IgG production for later/post recovery stages. These can be detected by a range of methods including ELISA, immunofluorescence, and immunochromatographic assays. Numerous tests (probing for IgGs binding to either the N or S-
proteins) have been given approval for use by the FDA; other tests for IgM are available and several tests assay for both IgM and IgG. Although outputs are varied, these tests do seem to be rapid, accurate and sensitive. Unlike RT-PCR and other virus detection methods, the antibody test has the added benefit in that it can indicate if a patient has been exposed to the virus, even if they have recovered. Antibodies have been detected circulating in COVID-19 patients 8 months after infection. Conversely, for this reason, the antibody test does not inform on whether a patient is infectious at the instance of testing. It further has a relatively long latency (two commercially-available kits show positives 14-15 days post onset of symptoms), that could lead to the most infectious periods being missed.

As cases are typically significantly underestimated during outbreaks, the use of antibody testing can be important for population studies to inform on the actual spread of the virus. Such testing must be performed in a window where antibodies are present, although antibody production in patients is quite long lasting. One potential use for antibody testing is to inform a patient on whether they may have acquired immunity. However, it is also not fully known how the presence of antibodies due to COVID-19 infection confers protection against reinfection: both human IgG and IgM bind to important viral proteins including the N and S1 proteins; there is a statistically significant reduction (although not complete protection) in SARS-CoV-2 infection in people who have already suffered from COVID-19 up to 6 months post infection; comorbidities may promote reinfection. Nevertheless, second infections are known. Furthermore, there are also no real indication as to whether second infections of SARS-CoV-2 are similar or worse than the first infections or how different mutants are able to evade an existing immune response due to exposure to an earlier strain. It should also be noted that high levels of IgG may indicate poor response to severe COVID-19, whereas asymptomatic patients tend to mount a poor antibody response. Thus there are potential diagnostic uses of the antibody test. This method shows overall low accuracy to different CoV-based human infections (e.g. SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV).

**One final note on immunity:** the importance of antibodies has somewhat dwarfed the T-cell mediated response. However, T-cell response in patients who had recovered from SARS-CoV almost 20 years ago, was strong against SARS-CoV-2. Given the prevalence of CoVs in the broader population, it is likely that T-cell immunity to SARS-CoV-2 exists in fractions of the population through various routes. However, it is not entirely clear how such acquired immunity would affect COVID-19 patients, and how effective it would be. Significant careful research needs to be done in this area. Such research is particularly critical for the protection of young exposed to SARS-CoV-2 as we outline later.

**Other diagnostic methods**

Other methods have been used to detect SARS-CoV2. In many cases, these have been compared to other diagnostic procedures, typically RT-PCR. New molecular tests are in development, such as development of protein sensors and direct RNA detection strategies, as well as novel methods for product detection, such as through aptamers. Screening for temperature, i.e., looking for signs of fever, is a common strategy deployed in shops and other commercial centers. This strategy is clearly
not diagnostic for CoVID-19 and requires that the person be symptomatic at the time of screening. Thus, many people who are contagious will be missed. Other issues with this strategy have been reported, namely that faulty or poorly-designed equipment may be incapable of detecting fever. Molecular noses, and dogs have also been proposed as a means to identify CoVID-19 sufferers, although these seem a long way off deployment. Several nanotechnology-based strategies have also been reported, although again these seem a long way from even entering trials. Chest computed tomography (CCT) procedures were shown to be 97% accurate, 56% specific and 72% accurate by a group from Italy, which agrees with previous data from a group from China. Some studies claim CTC procedures may be more accurate than RT-PCR. These studies have also incorporated artificial intelligence to standardize and rigidify protocols. Clearly these methods require specialized equipment and specialists to interpret, and are unlikely to be used as routine screening procedures.

Putting these screening methods into action post CoVID-19

Changing geopolitical profiles and climate variations are causing shifts in numerous animal habitats, including bats ( horseshoe bats, are sedentary; disturbing their habitats is unduly stressful). Such stressors, in conjunction with increases in bat population densities, are often causes of viral outbreaks and can promote virus mutations in bats, and cause human/bat conflicts. All these factors can elevate the threat of zoonotic events and are potentially relevant to former, current, and future zoonotic outbreaks. Given the unprecedented levels of SARS-CoV-2 in the community, we should further not underestimate the potential risk of spilling back of SARS-CoV-2 into bat and other animal populations, which could introduce new complications/mutations.

Fortunately, similarly to how the ramifications of efforts to respond to MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV facilitated development of vaccines, as discussed above, there now exists an arsenal of accurate screening and rapid response tests for CoVID-19. Critically, due to the huge imperative set by CoVID-19, many of these tests function in clinical settings. To meet the demand and market competitiveness, the cost and intricacy of the technology has overall drastically fallen as well. Further consistent with a global disease, local knowledge and production ability of test kits have risen, in many parts of the world. In other words, we are once again “woke” to the dangers of zoonoses, while at the same time, we are globally in a better position than ever, to screen for CoV infection at point of care, or in the field, even in developing countries. It is vital that this confluence of awareness and technological advancement be harnessed to developing a screening net for understanding the movement and genetic changes of animal CoVs across areas believed to be at high risk of zoonotic events and to monitor their impact on human populations. Clearly such a mechanism needs to incorporate local farmers and laborers both in regular health checks, and in establishing a reporting system for potential dangers. Such a system thus mandates development of sustainable local involvement and education and building of trust between research scientists and people in the front line of animal/human contact, in a large part of Asia and Africa. It further mandates global collaboration between disease research laboratories and hospitals, which is important for future scientific development and pandemic detection. The varied needs and networks currently in place may necessitate several distinct (county/canton or state-localized) efforts in the early years post CoVID-19. However, these efforts should be encouraged to unite as early as possible: critically, this net, and subsequent screening efforts centered around early mapping of potential zoonotic events and characterization of associated strains, must strive to be
externally coordinated, and run by an overseeing committee with rapid and equal access to all data. Logistical, legal, and language barriers will all serve to mount huge obstacles to establishing such a system.

It is also critical to note that bats are of huge importance to all countries’ economies (billions of dollars to the US economy alone,\textsuperscript{210} and proportionally more to developing nations).\textsuperscript{211} Bat Guano is also a common commodity used and traded in Asia, and this is also a source of CoVs.\textsuperscript{212} Thus, developing commitments between farmers and scientists to sustain bat populations in a healthy way are critical to reinitializing agribusiness post CoVID-19. It is certainly true that local bat populations have been targeted in numerous countries throughout the world\textsuperscript{213} as a result of CoVID19, meaning that screening, education, and improved local involvement/complicity (requiring close collaboration with and coordination by conservationists)\textsuperscript{214} will be even more critical in years to come.

**Research into CoVID-19 treatments**

In parallel to screening efforts, those who were diagnosed, especially patients showing severe symptoms, needed treatment. This was initially a difficult task, as no drugs were approved to treat CoVID-19 or other SARS-like infections. This led to a huge number of clinical and exploratory investigations that we outline below. In line with the broadening of drug-discovery platforms beyond traditional small-molecule-based therapies, a large number of therapeutic options have been and are being investigated to treat CoVID-19. Although we will discuss mainly small-molecule-based approaches in detail here, it is noteworthy that several other options have been investigated and may be effective. One of the early treatments was convalescent plasma, i.e., plasma from patients who had had CoVID-19. Such an approach is an established therapy that has been used for over 100 years to treat many infectious diseases,\textsuperscript{215} and was the subject of the first Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine.\textsuperscript{216} This approach for CoVID-19 has been met with checkered results,\textsuperscript{217,218} although recent data indicate that high titers and early administration is important for efficacy, especially in older adults.\textsuperscript{219} These observations underscore that context dependence—particularly in terms of timing post infection, but also in terms of symptom presentation—is a crucial factor determining success of trials and treatments.

Clinical (and clinically-orientated) research has focused on evaluating the efficacies of approved drugs against CoVID-19, in a bid to repurpose. We will evaluate this approach further subsequently. Given time constraints facing clinicians, and being met with what appeared to be at some stretches a losing battle, this approach was on the surface logical: it leverages known information on drug mechanism/targets, doses, contraindications and general toxicity to help pinpoint potential clinically-validated molecules. Conversely, reapplication of approved drugs brings several unknowns that were not well-controlled in early tests. These include effective doses, timing of administration, and how side effects can synergize with drug symptoms.

Assessment of clinical reports on potential CoVID-19-treatment options reveals that most data are often far from clear cut. The importance of side effects of administered drugs can also be subject to debate,\textsuperscript{220} and how much drug-drug interactions were considered in planning is not always clear.\textsuperscript{221} Dosing, and other simple factors are often not standardized.\textsuperscript{222} This confusion is further hindered
because especially in the early days of CoVID-19, investigations were not conducted with sufficient
sample size (patient number) to achieve “statistical significance”.\textsuperscript{222} Given the many years spent
carefully honing drug development, these loose ends may seem surprising. This is perhaps further
disappointing as these investigations were often functioning as Phase-II trials, which routinely take
hundreds of people precisely to ensure adequate statistical power. Nevertheless, such controversies
are not uncommon,\textsuperscript{223} even in data that have been contested for many years, especially among context-
specific diseases. Indeed, efficacies of CoV treatments in general also seem to be somewhat prone to
being controversial;\textsuperscript{224} in the case of CoVID-19 perhaps even more controversy may be expected given
the complex relation of mortality to age, and numerous unknown factors and the variations in
pathophysiology as a function of severity, and time post contraction (many of which may not have
even been considered as variables in early studies). Coupling the disease complexity with the extreme
circumstances under which the CoVID-19 clinical data have been collected, different practices across
different countries, clinical standards/routines, and the rapidly-shifting circumstances that occurred
during the months from February 2020 to even today, discrepancies were likely. Faced with such
realities, interpretations of clinical data could change in the future. Deciding on treatment options
requires discussion with an expert to make informed treatment decisions; as of today, there are around
3500 CoVID-19-associated clinical trials either underway or completed.

CoVID-19 treatments

One of the early screens, performed in cell culture models of infection, published in March 2020
identified from a pool of approved drugs remdesivir and chloroquine (both known anti-virals)\textsuperscript{225,226} as
potential CoVID-19 therapeutics (\textbf{Fig. 4}).\textsuperscript{227} Notably, the SARS-CoV/MERS-CoV-active drug, ribiravirin,
was very weakly effective in this assay (although it later reemerged as a molecule of interest); nafamostat, a potent MERS-CoV inhibitor\textsuperscript{107} (likely through TMPRSS2 inhibition), was also only
marginally effective (\textbf{Fig. 4}). However, the efficacy of these drugs against SARS-CoV/MERS-CoV was not
assessed, making the origins of these failures far from clear. We begin our discussion of clinical data on
the hits that came out of this screen.

Targeting transcription: Remdesivir

Remdesivir,\textsuperscript{228} an ATP analog, is an inhibitor of viral RdRp, displaying activity against SARS-CoV, MERS-
CoV and SARS-CoV-2.\textsuperscript{229} It appears to be active in the regimen post viral entry, consistent with this
mechanism. Numerous clinical trials have shown that this molecule is well tolerated in humans,\textsuperscript{230}
although some negative effects were reported.\textsuperscript{231} A treatment regimen of 200 mg followed by daily 100
mg for up to 9 days is currently considered to be effective at dropping recovery times by around one-
third, although survival was not affected.\textsuperscript{232} That being said, a study by the World Health Organization
has published results to the contrary, with a final conclusion that there was no improvement on
mortality, initiation of ventilation and hospital-stay duration.\textsuperscript{233} The reason for these two trials
( featuring similar dosing regimens) giving disparate results is unclear.

Notably, remdesivir is a nucleoside analog, like many widely-used approved drugs (e.g., the anticancer
drugs chlofarabine and gemcitabine).\textsuperscript{234} These molecules require activation to the di/triphosphate in
order to be active and in many instances, monophosphorylation of the nucleoside can be rate limiting. To mitigate these concerns, remdesivir is essentially a protected monophosphate allowing bypassing of monophosphorylation, in a bid to normalize patient response. How prodrug activation differs across patients is less well known. Similar to its dNTP-mimicking cousins such as clofarabine and gemcitabine, remdesivir is also incorporated into the viral genome, leading to genomic-replication stall, and viral genomic stress. The viral protein, NSP14, is protective against such effects for remdesivir and numerous nucleoside analogs sharing a similar mechanism. It will be interesting to map NSP14 mutations as remdesavir is more widely used. More importantly, the observation that NSP14 is required to protect from remdesivir implies that NSP14 is a good drug target, although no NSP14 inhibitors are approved. Some molecules like ritonavir (below, although these studies are very preliminary) are possible candidates and could be considered for combination therapies. No drug-drug interactions have been reported for remdesivir.

Inhibitors of other viral RdRps, e.g., sofosbuvir (another nucleoside-monophosphate prodrug), approved for use against hepatitis-C virus, although only in conjunction with other drugs, have also entered trials. Recent reports have indicated that sofosbuvir/daclatasvir may help reduce the number of patients with fatigue 1-month post CoVID-19 infection, although it did not significantly relieve virus-induced early symptoms.

(hydroxy)Chloroquine

Aside from identification from the aforementioned screen, (hydroxy)chloroquine was also evaluated as a potential anti-CoVID-19 drug based off a CoVID-19/human-proteome-interaction screen. This screen showed that the Sigma-2 receptor (part of a family of proteins implicated in viral infection) interacts with the CoVID-19 ORF9c. Knockout of Sigma-2 receptor reduces SARS-CoV-2 replication, indicating that modulation of this protein may help treat CoVID-19 patients. In retrospect, two issues stand in the way of this logic. Firstly, ORF9c has been reported to contain premature stop codons in a subset of viral isolates, arguing that ORF9c may not be a particularly important protein for SARS-CoV-2 propagation in humans. Secondly, the mode of action of (hydroxy)chloroquine has been linked to effecting receptor activity, although this evidence is weak, as far as we know, relying upon drug combinations and comparisons with other drugs of presumed similar mechanism.

Early reports (often in combination with the antibiotic azithromycin) on clinical use of hydroxychloroquine, that were admittedly later questioned, were promising. Hydroxychloroquine was given limited emergency use authorization by the FDA in combination with azithromycin, which was subsequently revoked. More recently, (hydroxy)chloroquine has been declared ineffective in numerous CoVID-19 trials. Analysis across numerous publications indicates little beneficial effect of hydroxychloroquine on CoVID-19. The use of hydroxychloroquine with azithromycin may actually increase mortality and negative symptoms associated with both drugs. Some interest remains in (hydroxy)chloroquine serving as a prophylactic treatment against CoVID-19, although recent reports are not encouraging. Nevertheless, this is one of the most-trialed drugs to treat CoVID-19. As of writing, no other potential CoVID-19 drug is more emblematic of the disagreement among experts (and
politicians) as to what the appropriate therapies of CoVID-19 should be than (hydroxy)chloroquine.\textsuperscript{253} There is evidence that gravitation towards certain compounds may have been detrimental to the global response.\textsuperscript{253}

**Targeting inflammation: Glucocorticoids**

The logic for the use of dexamethasone and other glucocorticoids (Fig. 4), that are now recommended for use in extreme cases of CoVID-19, is the goal of reducing extreme inflammation and ensuing elevated immune response that can be a key cause of CoVID-19 morbidity.\textsuperscript{254} Although there have been debates about the general utility of corticoid steroids as therapies for CoVID-19,\textsuperscript{255} dexamethasone at the time of writing, the only treatment approved to lower mortality of CoVID-19.\textsuperscript{256} Treatments of over 10 days are considered only for the worst cases.\textsuperscript{257} These results were backed up by several other studies.\textsuperscript{258}

Several issues remain from clinical studies. From a practical standpoint, these include unclear exclusion criteria and the scant information in terms of levels of oxygen support given to patients during these trials. Admittedly, as noted above, these issues have not been unusual in CoVID-19 trials.\textsuperscript{259} Furthermore, several detractors have voiced their disagreement with dexamethasone deployment and improvements to standard protocols have been suggested.\textsuperscript{260} It has also been pointed out that glucocorticoids can lead to a pro-coagulatory environment, which could exacerbate the thrombotic aspects of CoVID-19.\textsuperscript{250} SARS-CoV Viral loads post survival may be more persistent in patients treated with dexamethasone,\textsuperscript{261} meaning that clinicians have a difficult choice to make about implicating dexamethasone as part of the treatment regimen.

Other glucocorticoid steroids have been used to treat CoVID-19. The most common alternative is methylprednisolone, which improved clinical outcome in several studies,\textsuperscript{262} although not all.\textsuperscript{263} The mode of action of methylprednisolone appears to be, at least in part, through reduction of inflammatory response.\textsuperscript{264} Recently dexamethasone and methylprednisolone were compared head to head. In a relatively small study (100 people in total, split 33% in terms of dexamethasone and 66% to methylprednisolone) there were no differences observed between the twain.\textsuperscript{265} It should be noted that no control group was included in this study, meaning that it is difficult to assess how effective these drugs were.

**Targeting infection and harnessing fortuitous antiviral effects: Antibiotics**

As was mentioned above, several antibiotics have been shown to have anti-viral behaviors and have been trialed either alone, or in combination to treat CoVID-19. It should be stressed that although antibiotics are designed to target bacterial infections, and are often cautioned against being used in people with viral infections, this is very much a rule of thumb and it can be ignored upon advice from a suitably-qualified medical professional, for instance in cases where the antibiotic in question has antiviral activity, or where an adventitious bacterial infection has occurred. Aside from azithromycin, the glycopeptide antibiotic teicoplanin, used to treat staphylococcal infections, has been used as a
treatment for CoVID-19,\textsuperscript{266} and was previously used to treat MERS-CoV.\textsuperscript{267} The mode of action is believed to occur through inhibition of S-protein cleavage by cathepsin L in late endosomes,\textsuperscript{268} although this is not believed to be the only route by which S-protein cleavage can occur (Fig. 2).\textsuperscript{107} Intriguingly, it has been reported that blood stream infections can be elevated in CoVID-19 patients.\textsuperscript{269} It has been suggested that the use of teicoplanin may assist lowering viral loads and preventing adventitious gram-positive bacterial infections.\textsuperscript{270} Clearly more work is needed in this area, but in a disease where bacterial infections are a common side effects, dual acting drugs that ideally synergize with point-of-care antivirals is a neat solution that warrants investigation.

**Targeting papain-like and 3C-like proteases: lopinavir and natural products**

The viral life cycle necessitates cleavage of the gene products of ORF1a and ORF1ab into active component proteins to allow replication. As discussed above (Fig. 2), CoVs have two proteases that perform this function, PL\textsubscript{PRO}, and 3CL\textsubscript{PRO} (or M\textsubscript{PRO}). In many viruses, these proteases have unusual canonical cleavage sequences (many are used as bioorthogonal proteases in chemical biology)\textsuperscript{271} and hence are good drug targets. Nevertheless, these are both cysteine proteases (Fig. 5). Unlike serine\textsuperscript{272}/threonine proteases\textsuperscript{273} and aspartate proteases,\textsuperscript{274} cysteine proteases have proven particularly difficult to drug selectively and successfully,\textsuperscript{275} despite being a deceptively simple class of proteases to target through blanket inhibition strategies.\textsuperscript{276}

**Lopinavir**, an inhibitor of Type-I HIV aspartate protease, typically combined with the inhibitor of cytochrome p450, ritonavir, to increase lopinavir’s half-life, is active against SARS-CoV (Fig. 4).\textsuperscript{277} The mode of action of these molecules against CoVs is unclear. We will use this as example of some of the potential errors of logic that can crop up during drug repurposing. Lopinavir appears to be active against MERS-CoV,\textsuperscript{278} and indeed inhibits purified SARS-CoV 3CL\textsubscript{PRO}, albeit at high concentrations.\textsuperscript{279} Such data do not prove that 3CL\textsubscript{PRO} is the anti-CoVID-19 target of lopinavir, but they are at least indicative that an interaction with lopinavir that can lead to suppression of 3CL\textsubscript{PRO} activity. Lopinavir’s poor inhibitor of 3CL\textsubscript{PRO }in vitro is unsurprising. Aspartate proteases and cysteine proteases are mechanistically dissimilar: the former use aspartates to promote water to directly hydrolyze the scissile peptide bond of the target; the latter use a nucleophilic cysteine to form an enzyme-substrate covalent intermediate which is hydrolyzed by water (Fig. 5). Inhibitor scaffolds targeting these two protease families are typically different. Indeed, lopinavir contains a hydroxymethine group that is a stable analog of the peptide hydrolysis transition state facilitating reversible inhibition of aspartate proteases. Such a motif is not ideal for targeting cysteine proteases;\textsuperscript{280} reactive Michael acceptors, ketones (which form a hemithioacetal as part of the mechanism), or other electrophiles that can harness the nucleophilicity of the reactive cysteine to create a covalent bond to the target are often used. Indeed, a screen for SARS-CoV M\textsubscript{PRO} inhibitors identified mostly electrophilic compounds as hits from a screening set of 50,000 compounds.\textsuperscript{281} However, molecular dynamics simulations appear to support that lopinavir can bind in the active site of SARS CoV-2 M\textsubscript{PRO}. Clearly an off-active site binding mode is also possible. Although some have found some promise in the reported clinical trial data,\textsuperscript{282} lopinavir/ritonavir was concluded to have no significant efficacy in hospitalized adults with CoVID-19 by two trials.\textsuperscript{283} Further studies may change these conclusions, and should that be the case, it is important that the real target(s) of lopinavir/ritonavir be identified, as such insights could inform on new drug screens in the future.
With the publication of the crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 PL\textsuperscript{PRO} and 3CL\textsuperscript{PRO}, more work has been done to identify potential inhibitors of these proteases.\textsuperscript{284} It is worth noting that in the wake of SARS-CoV, numerous other inhibitors of PL\textsuperscript{PRO} or 3CL\textsuperscript{PRO} were released. Indeed, natural products inhibiting PL\textsuperscript{PRO} have been reported from a host of species, including \textit{P. corylifolia},\textsuperscript{286} \textit{P. tomentosa},\textsuperscript{287} \textit{T. terrestris},\textsuperscript{288} and others. Despite being interesting, and although several trials using traditional Chinese medicines to treat CoVID-19 were initiated, little has come from these outputs so far.\textsuperscript{289}

**Other hypotheses**

The pathology of CoVID-19 has indicated that acute hyper inflammation and cytokine storm is a critical contributing component in severe CoVID-19 cases; this is queried by some authors as cytokine levels are lower than in patients with sepsis and acute respiratory distress.\textsuperscript{290} Nevertheless, IL-6 inhibitors are being trialed; several of these also may have inherent antiviral activity.\textsuperscript{291} Several other treatments have been proposed to suppress the principal symptoms of the disease, such as aspirin (shown to have little clinical effect in a study of 183 patients in China,\textsuperscript{292} although pre-existing aspirin prescription was found to decrease mortality),\textsuperscript{293} tocizumab,\textsuperscript{294} an immunosuppressive, and colchicine, an anti-inflammatory molecule used to treat gout\textsuperscript{254} (initial patient data indicate a positive response in mild to severe CoVID-19 cases).\textsuperscript{295} Oxidative stress is an important contributing factor to serious CoVID-19 cases and there are reports that CoVID-19 infection may suppress cellular antioxidant response.\textsuperscript{296} In these respects, there has been proposed to be a link between multiple sclerosis (MS) and severe CoVID-19 pathologies.\textsuperscript{32} One interesting hypothesis to arise from this, albeit slightly tenuous, link is that dimethylfumarate (DMF; Tecfidera), a drug approved to treat relapsing MS, may be active against CoVID (Fig. 5). This is because DMF is a known immunosuppressive drug that also stimulates cellular antioxidant response (likely not as part of its primary mechanism).\textsuperscript{297} DMF is known to lower infiltrating neutrophil levels\textsuperscript{298} and impede their function,\textsuperscript{299} which could also help to suppress hyper inflammation.\textsuperscript{300}

Oxygen/ozone therapy (another treatment known to promote antioxidant response) has also been proposed to help protect against ischemia-reperfusion injury and other pathological manifestations of severe CoVID-19.\textsuperscript{301} Some reports on small cohorts of patients have reported numerical, but not statistically-significant effects of ozone on CoVID-19;\textsuperscript{301} others, with similarly small numbers of people have reported positive effects.\textsuperscript{302}

A recent study showed numerous pathways rewired upon CoVID-19 infection, including processing mRNA and several metabolic elements, including nucleic acid metabolism pathways. Inhibition of proteins identified in such pathways (albeit often by compounds not in clinical use) appeared to inhibit viral proliferation, although the effects on host cells were not thoroughly investigated. One very interesting observation is that approved inhibitors targeting inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH), the rate-limiting enzyme in guanine metabolism and a key immune-suppressive target, could suppress SARS-CoV-2 proliferation in cell culture models.\textsuperscript{303} This observation is clearly worthy of further investigation, and ribavirin, a pleiotropic IMPDH-focused inhibitor with known antiviral properties, has entered clinical trials against CoVID-19.\textsuperscript{304} Early reports were not encouraging.\textsuperscript{305} Most recent reports
indicate that ribavirin may affect CoVID-19 through lowering of ACE2 expression,\textsuperscript{306} i.e., through an off-target effect or collateral damage. Nonetheless, several other IMPDH inhibitors exist,\textsuperscript{307} and they are at different levels of development (see also below).

An analog of nafamostat,\textsuperscript{308} camostat, an approved covalent inhibitor of TMPRSS2,\textsuperscript{107} which cleaves the S-protein on cell entry, has also been proposed as an anti-CoVID-19 therapeutic. In early trials, admittedly with few participants, camostat decreased CoVID-19 severity; hydroxychloroquine was shown not to have similar effects in the same paper.\textsuperscript{309} Further trials are ongoing.\textsuperscript{310} Recently, avoralstat, an orphan drug against hereditary angioedema, was proposed to inhibit TMPRSS2. The quoted IC\textsubscript{50}'s of avoralstat and camostat for purified TMPRSS2 (presumably derived by fitting to a tight-binding equation) were similar (single-digit nanomolar). Efficacy of the two drugs appears to be similar in mouse models,\textsuperscript{311} although these may not be ideal for screening, given that the Axl-mediated import pathway is inactive.

Finally, early in the pandemic, it was proposed that some seemingly-unrelated viruses may share some similarity to CoVID-19 (e.g., 29% homology between the Macro domain of rubella and CoVID-19). Based on this, albeit relatively weak homology, and anticorrelation between mumps IgG titers and CoVID-19-related symptoms, the MMR vaccine was proposed to potentially help protect against CoVID-19.\textsuperscript{312}

**Choice of compounds to be evaluated in rapid screening clinical trials**

Most studies above have focused on approved drugs, although some included molecules in “preclinical” evaluation. Given the situation, preclinical molecules were unlikely to lead to a timely solution, but, we believe that focusing solely on approved drugs was likely too narrow.\textsuperscript{233} To explain this logic, we breakdown the trials process. Phase-0 (not a mandatory step, but becoming increasingly common in cancer research) is designed to validate that the intended target can be hit or that a blood can enter the blood stream in humans at low dose.\textsuperscript{313} Phase-I usually focuses on gross tolerance/side effects and pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics. These two stages have little interest on drug efficacy, although if present, efficacy is recorded. Although side effects and toxicity etc., continue to be monitored, Phases-II and -III start to home in on the clinical benefits of the drug-candidate, in increasingly large cohorts. These trials are often first conducted vis-à-vis a control group of untreated or placebo patients (Phase-II), and later against approved therapies (Phase-III). Thus, in many cases, passing Phase-I clinical trials tells us a drug-candidate is in principal, safe, at least for acute exposure. Failure beyond this point indicates, in many instances, more about the application of the drug in a specific context, or contexts. In this way, looking at candidates that have entered Phase-II trials (incidentally, where the majority of drugs fail) and above (and even those withdrawn if not due to adverse side effects, or with manageable contraindications)\textsuperscript{314} can help to broaden the scope of screening programs. Such experiments can be performed with knowledge of toxicity and having ideas about, e.g., tolerated doses, pharmacokinetics, in humans.\textsuperscript{315} Such data and resources are highly exploitable.

**Drug polypharmacology of effective compounds from clinical trials**
It is intriguing that many of the molecules discussed above function through pleiotropic mechanisms. This property is certainly not uncommon in drug discovery. Even supposedly targeted drugs, like gleevec and Dasatinib, display multiple targets. Nevertheless, the use of, for instance, repurposed IL-6 inhibitors, antibiotics or immunosuppressive drugs that also kill viruses is an appealing idea to use as treatment for a viral disease that is prone to causing pneumonia and immune catastrophies. Perhaps this is a hidden benefit of drug repurposing that deserves further investigation and could stem from the necessary application of suboptimal drugs or just be serendipitous. Nevertheless, this concept could also be potentially incorporated into new drug design.

The pipeline

With an average cost of >1 billion USD and an average time of 12 years from preclinical testing to approval, and a vaccine in the works, there seems to be little advantage in setting about a CoVID-19 drug de novo. However, many questions remain about vaccine efficacy, duration, and the effect that vaccination may have on CoVID-19 mutability, especially if the global vaccination response be uneven. Furthermore, there is the worrying trend of (retro)zoonotic events that have become more widespread and more deadly recently. Furthermore, given the similarity between zoonotic CoVs in general, it is possible that a drug targeting CoVID-19 may be active against future viruses (note: drugs active against much less homologous viruses and bacteria were deployed above). Thus, funding bodies, drug companies, and philanthropic organizations/communities seem to be set to provide sustained support to basic science research into CoVID-19 drugs post the pandemic. To sustain this interest, it is important that such drug studies focus on compounds targeting proteins in SARS-CoV-2 that are also general β-CoV drug targets with relatively low mutagenicity, i.e., targets that are likely to be retained amongst CoVs, rather than being quirks of SARS-CoV-2. Obviously one way to achieve this is to target human proteins necessary for the virus lifecycle, although as we have seen the same human proteins are not always hijacked by different CoVs and some CoVs may be able to hijack several proteins redundantly.

Either way, seeking broad-spectrum anti-CoV-drugs will give a better chance of developing drugs that are useful for the future. We accordingly suggest that future drug screening programs should be broad, focusing on screening several zoonotic CoVs, minimally MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, and SARS-CoV2, for instance. This work must also gravitate to find medicinally relevant/realistic molecules that can provide results that allow hits to be moved forward quickly into trials. We cast a critical eye over the early fruits of such efforts. Obviously, some of the discussion in the section below is speculatory, and is intended for discussion among researchers versed in the art, and to stimulate their ideas only.

Obviously, it is critical that important targets be identified and screened for inhibitors. Drugging targets shown to be actively inhibited by effective repurposed compounds is one route towards new approved drugs. One alternative approach is to choose proteins or other functions that are not currently drugged but are necessary to the viral lifecycle. NSP14 is a likely candidate, especially, as noted above, its inhibition could synergize with other CoVID-19 drugs. It should be noted that there are differences between NSP14 catalytic behaviors in terms of single- and double-stranded RNA cleavage between even very closely related CoV strains, which could affect inhibitor generality, although that is unknown. Screens for inhibitors are already underway.

One other common, and indeed unusual feature of several different viral translation programs is the -1-translation frameshift that occurs to create the ORF1ab gene product. Inhibitors of this process are
also under development, fueled by a cell-based assay for translation slippage. One interesting lead from this screen is merafloxacin, a fluoroquinolone antibiotic. This molecule also shows inhibition of viral proliferation at low micromolar concentrations, albeit only in one cell culture model, which admittedly weakens the impact. Nevertheless, this is a particularly innovative and interesting approach which should be expanded to more industry-level screens.

Branching the gap between naïve cell-culture models (poor mimics of CoV-mediated diseases) and human trials, especially as the population’s immunity increases and case numbers drop will be important. Organoid models could fulfill this role. One study has shown proof of concept of organoid models for CoVID-19 (other SARS-like viruses were not examined) and performed preliminary screening. These models express the (standard) CoVID19-susceptibility markers. One (of several) interesting compounds emerging from an ensuing drug screen was mycophenolic acid (MPA), a non-nucleoside IMPDH inhibitor. In this instance, MPA was proposed to inhibit Furin expression (contrary to data from another IMPDH inhibitor, ribavirin, above). Such varied proposed mechanisms from two different IMPDH-inhibiting drugs is worrying. However, little work has been done to probe even if IMPDH activity is being hit by these compounds, e.g., by examining how exogenous guanosine can suppress viral inhibition. Nevertheless, MPA and ribavirin affect the interaction between NSP14 and IMPDH2 (one of the two isoforms of human IMPDH), offering a potential IMPDH-related common mode of action for both drugs. However, it is unclear to us if such an interaction would even be beneficial for the virus; similar interactions between deoxynucleotide synthesis machinery and proofreading and damage-response enzymes have been proposed for the human replisome, but functional evidence is weak. Of course, NSP14 could affect non-canonical modes of IMPDH or have an unexpected mechanism, which is also worthy of interest. Finally, MPA selectively targets lymphocytes, which could be an issue as lymphopenia is a marker for severe CoVID19 and could contribute to cytokine storm.

**Nanobodies:**

Nanobodies, small, antibody-like molecules that are soluble and stable and can be readily engineered and mass produced, are a growing area of research. Several research efforts have been directed at discovering CoVID-19 neutralizing nanobodies. As the interaction between the nanobody and the virus is likely to be in blood, these studies have focused on blocking the first step of viral infection, through interaction with the S-protein, or blocking viral escape. Several of llama-derived nanobodies (binding to different epitopes) were reported to bind with below 500 nM affinity to the S-protein. A few of these nanobodies bound with picomolar affinity to an inactive (down) conformation of the S-protein at the receptor-binding domain, a region of high conservation believed to be a good target for prophylactics. These nanobodies were shown to be effective in a cell-culture infection assay, although disappointingly no animal model data, or other advanced testing results, were shown. Such experiments are important as the immunogenicity/tolerability of the nanobodies is unknown and cell-based assays have not been great predictors of CoVID-19 treatment efficacies. The report points out that identifying multiple epitopes as targets for nanobodies may help overcome resistance, which is an important consideration. Similar nanobodies were discovered from a yeast display screen.

**Natural products**

Natural-product screening has also been undertaken. Natural products are no less easy to get approved as a drug than a man-made one, and oftentimes, efficacies of plant extracts used in traditional
medicines are not necessarily ascribable to a single molecule alone. Nevertheless, despite a recent downturn, this group of molecules, and those that nature has inspired, makes up around 30% of all approved drugs. One study reported that several cardiac glycosides (e.g., digoxin) exhibited nanomolar inhibition of CoVID-19 infection in a cell-culture model. These are inhibitors of Na+/K+-ATPase, which is a target of many drugs and natural products, including cardiotonic steroids, some of the most widely used molecules in medicine. These molecules also have anti-inflammatory properties along with several other complex behaviors that render them worth bearing in consideration in screening programs.

Other screening efforts have included the use of DNA-encoded libraries, cyclic peptides, peptide aldehyde inhibitors of MPRO or PLPRO, and large-scale fragment screening by combined MS and crystallography. One such screen identified the N-chloroacetyl-N′sulfonamido piperazine or N-chlorocetylaniline motifs as frequent hits. It also unveiled a 3-bromopropargyl pharmacophore as an MPRO inhibiting motif. This unit is reminiscent of the propargyl reactive pharmacophore in some deubiquitinating enzyme inhibitors, although it is likely more electrophilic and generally more reactive. Nevertheless, based on this observation (and the fact that SARS-CoV-2 PLPRO can bind to ubiquitin propargylamide), propargyl-functionalized peptides that bind with high affinity to the MPRO active site, could be worth investigating as low-reactivity irreversible MPRO inhibitors. Despite opening some leads, this study unfortunately overall provided little in the way of toxicity studies, off-target effects, and focused on warheads that have not traditionally been viewed positively due to their high reactivity and proclivity to create permanently modified states semi-indiscriminately.

Using patients to predict therapies

The flip side of the CoVID-19 drug-discovery pipeline examines genetic or expression-level-based causes of pathologies to predict novel drug usage. Such an approach is an extension, or perhaps inversion, of the concept of personalized medicine. Of course, these data cannot aid in design of drugs de novo, but can aid repurposing, or guide drug-discovery efforts in the future. In some respects, such studies give more contextual data than what could be found from traditional drug-screening data, which are usually conducted in naïve models. We already discussed above how mutations in 3p21.31 leads to sensitization to CoVID-19. Other studies have uncovered other genetic mutations that predispose patients to CoVID-19, such as mutations impinging on Type-1 interferon signaling.

Recent GWAS studies have elucidated new regions of patient susceptibility linked to severe CoVID-19. These studies were in part enabled by the large number of CoVID-19 cases, and the homogeneity observed amongst the most severe CoVID-19 cases. One recent study analyzed data from 1676 individuals (of European descent) from across the UK suffering from severe CoVID-19 and sought to identify genetic signatures leading to susceptibility using GWAS. These individuals were matched to a control cohort of ancestry-matched individuals from the UK Biobank (five controls were examined per test subject, with controls known to have had a positive CoVID-19 test excluded). These data identified 15 independent regions with significance at the p < 5 x 10⁻⁸ level. Several of the genes in these regions have been implicated in either early or severe CoVID-19. Intriguingly, high expression of interferon receptor subunit IFNAR2 conferred protection against severe CoVID-19. However, exogenous treatment with interferon did not reduce mortality in clinical trials. This failure could
reflect incorrect timing of dose, but nonetheless highlights that GWAS, despite being derived from data collected in a medical context, lack the ability to inform on the stage of the disease at which mutations confer predisposition/protection to the disease. This analysis was also backed up by analysis of transcription-wide associations (TWAS), which identified 5 transcripts, including several located around 3p21.31, which was also identified in the GWAS analysis, consistent with previous studies. Such studies should of course incorporate/be incorporated into GWAS from SARS-CoV/MERS-CoV patients to broaden the scope of this research.

A commitment to introspective science reporting and collaborative discussion

When we look back on science coming out of 2020/2021, and likely subsequent years, it will be dominated by CoVID-19-related research. This is not unsurprising nor without precedent: there was indeed a spike in PL PRO inhibitor design and other aspects of SARS-CoV after the first SARS infection; similar research initiatives have happened in the wake of new drug approvals, as occurred post the approval of taxol. What was different during this epidemic, in part because of the confluence of confinement measures, the general fear about CoVID-19 contraction, and the necessary blending of politicians and scientists to combat the disease, was that research actively played out almost entirely in public in real time. Such events are not without precedent, but the scale and temporal contraction was on the whole at a new level. Indeed, swathes of scientific data were released through open-access journals and even group websites that rapidly became news headlines. Of course, such trying times are, in fact, when peer reviewing, correct use of trial design/statistics/planning and our faith in the scientific process and the drug approval pipeline should be highest. These lessons should be learned by scientists, and indeed also politicians and journalists alike. Better education of non-scientists in the scientific method and logic may help to limit these issues.

Obviously, with current practices and standards (many of which promote release of research material prior to peer review, possibly to allow scientists to rapidly elaborate on data), it is difficult perhaps even impossible to prevent release of unreviewed work globally. However, the onus is on all people involved in scientific research (including doctors, field scientists, laboratory researchers etc), to solicit the opinion of our peers prior to releasing information. Such checkpoints are critical because in situations such as a pandemic, the traditional scientific validation process may also lag behind the public’s desire to act on published data. Certainly, scientists must be (re)trained to be more self-critical, and as reviewers and mentors we must encourage open criticism amongst our mentees and papers we review. In such a way, non-experts reading preprints etc can have more context. One additional means to promote more introspective practices could be by establishing tangible ties (e.g. scheduled regular joint seminars, prereview meetings prior to major publications, and sharing common databases) between different departments, across different regions and countries in core response units (e.g. infectious diseases; bioweapons; emergency medicine). These links could in turn be used to orchestrate and standardize point of care responses, treatments, and trials in response to global or more widespread situations, more effectively than ad hoc initiatives, while being more flexible than larger governmental schemes. Such networks could be trigged early in emergency situations to ensure coordination of research etc. We see that such multilateral collaborations are emerging, and further think that the ties so formed must be maintained and broadened. However, it is noteworthy that
construction of so-called Fangcang hospitals in China, required a collaboration between a huge number of disciplines. Our considerations of what scientific collaboration means thus needs to be reconsidered.\textsuperscript{45}

**CoVID-19 targeting protection strategies?**

In terms of mortality, CoVID-19 is a disease that targets the elderly highly selectively (89\% of deaths in the over 65 age group). This trend holds up more or less independent of R value, geography,\textsuperscript{356} and other factors.\textsuperscript{357} In other words, for the vast majority of global working age people, little danger was posed from CoVID-19. Although established early in our understanding of the virus, this observation appears to have curiously been leveraged little in terms of guiding government or state responses. Although a strategy targeted towards shielding the elderly was advocated by a series of academics in the UK,\textsuperscript{358} it was described as age-based apartheid by one National Health Service official.\textsuperscript{359} It is true that the elderly are significantly prone to mental and physical issues associated with extreme isolation,\textsuperscript{360} a situation referred to as the CoVID-19 Connectivity Paradox.\textsuperscript{361}

Age-related mortality is very common amongst respiratory diseases, often with large swathes of the populous seemingly untouched by the disease. Hence such planning likely needs to be seriously considered in the future. We appreciate that the following discussion is weighted to a more Western perspective. However, the considerations could readily apply, in some respects, to all countries. High mortality in the elderly is common in many respiratory diseases. This means that we need to consider foundations for future confinement protocols (which are likely to remain the bulk of response to epidemics and pandemics) by providing resources for the elderly. These could include promoting education into the use of the internet, including government incentives to promote elderly people to go online (and use internet resources safely), as well as promoting engagement in remote access to clubs, religious/social meetings, and the like for the elderly. Contrary to CoVID-19, many respiratory diseases show substantial child mortality, with young to middle aged adults being spared.\textsuperscript{362} Thus, provision certainly needs to be made for the protection of children from such pandemics as well; this could include ensuring that all children continue to have mandatory access to remote learning post the pandemic, and implementing remote learning as a necessary part of the curriculum.

On the other hand, The Spanish Flu of 1918 exhibited a trefoil or so-called w-shaped mortality. The three 3 principal peaks of mortality centered on the young, the very old and those around 28 years of age. The precise reasons for the susceptibility of young adults are not absolutely clear, but it is critical to appreciate that should such a profile have been displayed by CoVID-19, it would have likely pushed the impact of coronavirus on medical and other response teams way beyond breaking point.\textsuperscript{363} This would have been particularly acute in more developing countries where the population is younger than in the Western world. One growing hypothesis for the unusual susceptibility of young adults to the Spanish Flu is original antigenic sin. In some respects this hypothesis is like vaccination, only its effect is a misguided immune response, leading to a weakening to exposure to a pathogen: once young people who had been affected by Russian Flu (another global virus that infected many people around 28 years prior to Spanish Flu) at a particular stage early in their lives, were exposed to the Spanish Flu they
created a large number of T-cells targeted to Russian Flu and whose efficacy against Spanish Flu was low. This patterned response allowed the Spanish Flu to overwhelm these conditioned subjects, promoting their death. This is not an unusual behavior to different virus strains. Given the severity and huge scale of the current pandemic, these considerations should be born in mind in planning: the CoVID-19 pandemic should not become the “Russian Flu”. It should be noted that children can show positive tests for CoVID-19 and appear to be able to mount a strong immune response to CoVID-19 and that an outbreak of a CoV-related disease has arisen 3 times in the past 20 years. We encourage the readers to consider how department and governmental policies may have differed as a function of these different morbidity profiles, if at all.

Epilog

CoVID-19 was and continues to be a huge challenge. The huge research effort across a huge number of disciplines, as witnessed by this review, and many others, shows the scientific community’s great positive impact on this disease. Armed with this research, and lessons we can learn from the way the community responded, we should be better prepared for future issues.

**Figure 1.** Some of the most common symptoms of CoVID-19, grouped by typical, i.e. less severe (on left) and critical (on right). For typical symptoms parenthesis indicates percentages in one reported
study of >24000 people;\textsuperscript{367} bolding indicates that these are associated with more severe CoVID19, if symptoms are particularly severe. Severe symptoms taken from several sources.\textsuperscript{368,369}
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\textbf{Figure 2. A brief guided tour of CoV biology.} (A) SARS-CoV2 genome and proteolytic processing. In the genome, light blue denotes ORF1ab; green denotes structural proteins; red ancillary proteins. Shading denotes conservation; dotted borders indicates variants lacking this gene are known (truncations in ORF7b are known, but not shown here)\textsuperscript{331}. In the protein, Pp1a and pp1ab denotes different gene products derived from ORF1ab. Height of boxes denotes translation rate. Note NSP11 is only 13 amino acids in length; other NSPs range from 180 amino acids (NSP1) to 1945 amino acids (NSP3).\textsuperscript{370} For NSPs, red boxes indicate proteases; Green down arrow indicates a step catalyzed by PL\textsuperscript{PRO}; purple downwards arrow indicates cleavage by 3CL\textsuperscript{PRO} (faded arrows indicate not necessary for replication in some CoVs, but can lead to attenuation).\textsuperscript{371} Red line indicates genomic positions. (B) Genomes of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV for comparison. (C) SARS-CoV-2 infection occurs when the S-protein binds to an acceptor protein on the cell surface. This protein is believed to be ACE-2 or AXL (except in mice). Upon formation of the complex, the S-protein is cleaved by several different proteases (Furin and TMPRSS2 or
cathepsins L or B). Other proteins, such as neuropilin-1 are required for viral entry. Upon cleavage the activated S-protein can orchestrate fusion with the plasma membrane and delivery of the genome to the cell.

**Figure 3. Detection strategies for CoVID-19.** A. qRT-PCR, arguably the gold standard. B. Antigen testing, a rapid and cheap alternative, that is less sensitive than rt-RT-PCR. C. RT-LAMP, a modern method using multiple primers that generates concatenated products. D. SHERLOCK, another modern method using Cas enzymes (Cas13 is shown here) that gain activity dependent on a specific interaction with an amplicon derived from the viral genome. All methods could be harnessed for new screening technologies against zoonotic diseases; only some are apposite for deployment in at risk areas.
Figure 4. Structures and functions of compounds discussed above, highlighting bioactivities and potential behaviors.
Figure 5. Top panel discusses similarities between aspartate and cysteine proteases. Below, other compounds discussed and their possible functions. Note in camostat, the red moiety becomes bound to the target protease (see red mechanistic arrow), and this moiety is identical to that in nafamostat (above).
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